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All the skills and techniques are simple to learn with this inspirational and comprehensive visual

handbook.
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If you've ever admired fancy napkin designs on restaurant tables and wanted to do the same, this

book is a great choice for several reasons. I bought three such books to compare and this is the one

I kept. Nearly all the designs included in the others were in this book, as well as additional ones.I

thought some designs were a bit ordinary and nothing I needed a book for and some were a little

far-fetched, but most are just what I was looking for. One thing I particularly liked was that this book

suggests what sort of napkin would work best for the design, e.g. printed paper, starched linen or

whatever. Some designs even take two napkins which is usually overkill on most tables, but there

are times when a first course may dirty fingers and you'd like to pick up those soiled napkins before

the main course. A good example might be a fancy kids' party where multiple napkins are a good

idea. Speaking of kids, the designs on my Christmas table were certainly a hit with them as well as

the adults, and after dinner they set to trying other designs themselves. When I emailed a picture of

my table decor to my sister her first comment was 'how did you fold those napkins?'. She often has

themed dinner parties so a copy of this book is on the way for her birthday :).Regarding the

instructions, while the written instructions weren't always as clear as I needed (I'm a hopeless failure

at paper origami), the abundant pictures really helped so I was successful. The book is divided into



sections showing seasonal ideas as well as others, with more complicated designs together toward

the end. It has a good index to help you find a design again and there are ideas included with each

design on how you might use it, which I found really helpful.
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